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Bildung (personal opinion)

Some prefer
mediation, others
just go for a walk it
is up to you

Healthy
relationships to
food

Workouts etc.
Walk every
single day
School doesn’t
teaches you, that if
you fail you failed
everything but in fact
you have to go on

Doing physical
education

Take time for
yourself
Am I allowed to
say nothing at my
court proceedings

Sport is fun

Cooking
Learning is a
process not a short
dash

Knowing what
you’re rights are
and see when
somebody hurts
them
Hurt or murder
others

Be con dent in
your own
strengths.
Don’t give up if
you fail just go on

Being healthy

If i get arrested
what are my rights

Being
respectful with
others who have a
other opinion

How to trust in
your own strengths
endurance
Look at how
the whole
economy works and
what is important for
Germany

No-Go’s etc
Rights as a
citizen in different
countries

Saying No to
statements you
disagree about
Interact
through questions

understand the
german economic
system

Con dence

Just be
impartial and
unbiased

taxes
insurance
applications write
building a business

aktive listening

Say sorry and
be kind instead of
being right

Fairness and
no prejudices

forgive others

Treating
everybody with
respect, no matter if
you like or dislike the
person

So in fact try to
understand
Active listening
also means
treating the other
person with interest
and attention.

How to treat
others ?
Understanding
the opinion

Just give them
your attention and
listen if they talk

respectful
treatment of
people how have a
other opinion

How to listen
active ?

Ask questions
and interact with
the person who talks

things i need
later in life

Try to be fair
personal
vocational

No prejudices
Dealing with
other human
beings

Treat others
like you want them
to treat you

ability to
question data and
compare other
sources

Bildung
(personal opinion)

Fair treatment

Try to look at
many sources

Respectful

Critical
thinking’s
education
related to school
general
knowledge
Don’t
discriminate or
segregate others

Everybody is
equal, but different
and that is amazing

For example is
Wikipedia
trustworthy

evaluate the
trustworthiness of
our source

Unterstanding
that everybody
matters

Don’t trust
everybody
Don’t treat
someone worse
because of his
familiar background
Stop judging
them because you
don’t know them that
good

linguistic
pro ciency

Knowledge is
important

create and
understand more
easily in relation to
other areas

Learn more
about the world
around you

learning faster

To unterstand
other huge areas
of knowledge to nd
good job

auditive
Different learn
types

Language
Knowledge
How to work
with the media

Get paid and
invest in your
knowledge

Talk to people
from other
countries

visual

Learn more
about their culture

Questioning
statements

Politics,
Economy,
Geography, History

your own
vocabulary
becomes greater
and the origin of
your own mother
Economy and
History are also a
good to know,
because you can
learn from the
Get good
grades and be
more precised

problem
solving ability

visual
Get to know
different forms of
representation and
take into account
when which form

Geography is
also important to
know where you are
and where you can
go

Don’t accept
everything
somebody tells you
Politics is
important because
as a citizen you can
decide how the
country should go

Steps to solve
problems faster
and more ef cient

Unterstand a
Problem and nd a
tting solution

Then you can
see what mistakes
people made and
therefore you can be
better and learn

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
fi

fi

You can help
building a better
future r everybody

fi

When do you
use what

Look at the
source

Search new
continents and
explore everything

fi

PowerPoint;Ex
cel;Word etc.

Trying to nd
solutions

Concentrate
and focus in the
solution

also manual
things for example
cartoons and
pictures

